The courage of Peter and John was truly amazing! Why were they so bold?

Put the 18 letters into the boxes to make words that match the clues. Use the code to find the words in the sentence.

A B D E H I J K L M N O R S T U W Y

- bones that have teeth
- awkwardly large
- a person who is eating
- butterfly’s relative

Find where the temple guard put Peter and John. Shade in all the squares listed below.
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The next day many religious leaders questioned Peter and John.

Fill the shapes with the correct letter to find who these leaders were.

\[ \begin{array}{c c c c}
\triangle & = & A \\
\bigcirc & = & E \\
\square & = & L \\
\diamond & = & S \\
\star & = & N \\
\heartsuit & = & R
\end{array} \]

The leaders asked Peter and John, “By what power or what name did you heal this crippled man?” What did they reply?

“\[ \text{It is by t\_ n\_e of Jes\_} \]
\[ \text{C\_r\_s\_ ... vati\_ is o\_d} \]
\[ \text{in no \_e else, f\_ t\_e is no o\_r name under \_e\_n \_n} \]
\[ \text{to \_n by which we must be \_ve\_}.” \]